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AWANTYS’ sustainability efforts rewarded with Gold rating from EcoVadis 

Wiehl, 01/13/2022 In recognition of AWANTYS Group’s successful sustainability efforts, 

AWANTYS GmbH has been awarded the EcoVadis gold rating in December 2021 which places 

the corporation in the top 5% of companies globally. It was AWANTYS’ first participation in 

the EcoVadis assessment. 

 

“The EcoVadis gold medal is an objective acknowledgement of AWANTYS’ dedication to 

sustainability and our continuous efforts to advance in this area. It is a strong sign towards 

all our stakeholders and strengthens our commitment to further pursue this course”, states 

Carsten Wolansky, Managing Partner of AWANTYS Group. Eric Bigotte, AWANTYS’ Senior Sales 

Manager in France and Southern Europe, adds: “We know that our clients care deeply about 

sustainability and the EcoVadis gold rating shows that we deliver on our responsibility to 

support them in making their value chains more sustainable”. 

This latest recognition follows a number of notable sustainability milestones achieved by 

AWANTYS such as the launches of AWYVERDE® – a proprietary biocompound packaging 

solution – and of AWYCYLE – packaging from post-consumer resin (PCR). For 2022, the Group 

has announced the introduction of packaging from certified Ocean Plastics. 

About the EcoVadis assessment 

The EcoVadis Rating reviews companies across a number of areas that are key to meeting 

sustainable targets such as the environment, labor & human rights and ethics. To date, 

EcoVadis has rated more than 75,000 companies globally via its unique CSR assessment 

methodology that is built on international CSR standards including the United Nations Global 

Compact, the Global Reporting Initiative and ISO 26000. 

About AWANTYS Group 

Since 1952, AWANTYS Group with its headquarters near Cologne in Germany and its branches 

in France and Bulgaria develops and produces primary packaging for fragrances, skin care 

and decorative cosmetics. While all technical developments of AWANTYS are made at its 

headquarters in Germany, a comprehensive production footprint in both Eastern Europe and 

Asia allows the Group to serve its clients in a truly customized manner. More information on 

AWANTYS is available during PCD in Paris, Cosmetic Business in Munich and LUXE PACK in 

Monaco as well as at www.awantys.com or under info@awantys.com. 
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